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just a girl on a couch

behind the curtain
of a ballsy fragility
there lives an ease
that was not easy
there exists a grace
that is not always graceful
beauty can mask
cheekbones that sometimes look sad
when they are smiling
even grin determination
needs downtime
the prize is still there
even if the eyes close
briefly
but
there is no more time for that
the curtain goes back up
                             it is show time
m                                       again
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it’s a rare thing –
rarer than most realize –
when want and need intersect
sadly some don’t realize
until have has left
echoes of lesson learned
fighting to be heard
over words still unsaid
too late cuts through the din
a road clearly marked
a destination plain to see
and still you don’t
want to admit
brave faces have the most lines
the same words written
in slightly different ways
the same lies told
she’s the tree in the forest
and you fall without notice
a ceiling on your highs now
long hallways of lows
presence once made real
and more worthwhile
everything
that’s enough for today
get up
sun shines
pick the right song
crooked smirk
light words
deep breath
another line forms

anyone hear the forest fall?
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i had a dream last night
it was about a girl

i don’t know
sadly

but i liked her
(and you can’t spell

chemistry
without REM)

she had many of
the characteristics
of someone i adore

tangible
and not

enjoyably aggravating
and then some

but it wasn’t
her
and
for the record
it wasn’t one of THOSE dreams
it was a little
but not really
but a little
dreams and love
are the only times
strangers
feel
familiar
i think
i want to meet
this girl
i think she’d like me
of course
i think that
about everyone

sueño
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i like to think that she is out there
somewhere
anywhere
and that she is wishing that
she’d meet a nice guy
yet be willing to settle for me
i expect that by now
her standards and defenses are down
that’s gotta help me
right?
right
i like to think that she is out there
smart and warm
and kind and funny
real in that way
that too few are
i like to think that she is out there
oh yeah
and that she puts out LIKE A DEMON!

think
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Familiar ache.
It’s that cold slap of platonic,
you say to yourself.
Not allowed to admit it
to her.
You suppose.
Rules. And all.
Clothes you are not permitted to notice
making love to curves that lead
where gaze can’t follow.
How can you not have thoughts?
You ask yourself.
Yourself is already convinced.
Of course.
It’s easy.
You compliment.
As little as possible.
As much as is permitted.
You smile.
You change the subject.
The weather…
That reminds me of…
It has to be.
You know.
You wouldn’t want to change it.
But, so often.
But, EVERY so often…
You know?
Yeah.

A capite ad calcem

just a photo
she’d brush off

but
with a look

it’s funny
in a way
the light

doesn’t know
quite what to do

with her
you can

appreciate
dreamy dream-like and

dangerous
very dangerous

but not scary
which makes her worse

you can’t
stop it

you can only hope to
contain it

constrain it
restrain it

no
never
ever
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connotations leeriest
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why would you
waste
you wonder
when you let yourself
you wonder
what that moment was
really like
what sorcerer conjured up
that smile the luring innocence
what genetic jackpot
prized us
those dark warm eyes
you want on you
now
now
turn
jealous of where
her gaze lands
hanging on
an unheard word
if you had to
if you had no other choice but
to be trapped in a moment…
ever so slightly blurred
luminous perfection



i like your bum
and everything it stands for
and i think that
if given time
your bum would like me too
i love how it starts in here
at your hips
and then goes
ouuuuuuuuuut
like this
before shwooping a-back in
if i was starting a tribute band
and i might
i would pay tribute to a one-hit wonder
cause then i would have more time
to dedicate to your bum
i can’t believe that war exists
in a world that includes your bum
your bum is cinnamon
on french toast
your bum is the first
cool day in september
your bum is the part in “bitter sweet symphony”
where he says
i can’t change, i can’t change, i can’t change
your bum is everything that is
good and
pure and
right
i like your bum, lady…
and your boobs ain’t bad either

i like your bum
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Tingles started in my fingers,
now spreading.

Not moving them.
Other hand wants to

aches to
move

but stays on your hip.
No hardship.
Nose grazing

back of your neck.
Gently.

Gently-er.
Fighting urges to

give in
give back
give up
give.

Balancing actor.
Shadows falling

for you
across us.
You shiver.
I freeze.

‘Cause when you wake up
that’s when

I know
that’s when

you question it all.
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i like you
i know i’m not supposed to tell you
i should wait three days to call
i should act aloof
i should NEVER give myself
a prison tattoo of your name
i’m guessin’
but i try to tell you in little ways
you smile at me
i program the killer robot i’m building
to never harm you
and – and if you are around
i’ll make him say
“hel-lo, pret-ty la-dy.”
cause, you know, that’s how robots 
talk.
and you’ll ask, “did you make him say 
that for me?”
and i’ll blush, “yeeeeah.”
and you’ll say, “so sweet!
he’s like your own Cyranobot.”
and i’ll think, “cute AND clever”
and then i’ll blurt out
“marry me!”
and you’ll say, “what?”
and i’ll be all “dairy-free. want some-
thing dairy-free?
uhm… rice milk?”
and we’ll both laugh
awkwardly
for different reason
but together
and you’ll say, “i… like rice milk”
and we’ll each have a bowl of cereal.

his name is voltron
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Sweetie pi
you said

3.14159265358979323847
but
it is

3.14159265358979323846
hahahaha
Whore.

nerd doodle
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i like that you wear
a scarf with your t-shirt
when you don’t have to
i enjoy staring
at the finger-made curls
slowly falling out of your 
hair
i think it’s endearing that 
you
chew your straws
love anyone with the
same name as you
stop to play
with every dog you see
and i try
i try hard to embrace
the perfection on paper
i try not to see
the truth
that you knew before me
that despite it all
i’d rather not be with her
than be with you

Jenny Lewis was playing 
when I wrote this
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